List of RDKit descriptors used in this study
LabuteASA' , 'MolLogP' , 'MolMR' , 'MolWt' , 'NHOHCount' , 'NOCount' , 'NumAliphaticCarbocycles' , 'NumAliphaticHeterocycles' , 'NumAliphaticRings' , 'NumAromaticCarbocycles' , 'NumAromaticHeterocycles' , 'NumAromaticRings' , 'NumHAcceptors' , 'NumHDonors' , 'NumHeteroatoms' , 'NumRotatableBonds' , 'NumSaturatedCarbocycles' ,
Modeling results using random forest and 100 trees. 
Correlation between RDKit descriptors and assay outcome
For each dataset we list the ten descriptors with highest absolute Person correlation to the assay outcome. Figure S1 . Distribution of raw assay data. Either measured as percent inhibition or percent cell viability depending on assay 
Molprint2D Results

Number of trees and model validity
Previous studies applying conformal prediction have used RFs consisting of 100 trees with good results. S1,S2 However, when applied to the data sets in this study the resulting validities were overconservative, i.e. the validity is above the set confidence level (Table S1 ). This has previously been observed for aggregated conformal predictors as well as being reported as an effect when the number of calibration examples is small, which may sometimes be the case for the minority class in this study. S3-S5 Too conservative models may pose a problem since the increase in validity can generate a decrease in the efficiency of the classifier. Using the data from AID 2275 we investigated how the number of trees affected the validity of the predictions, the results are shown in Figure S1 .
When using only 20 trees the validity was 95.1 % but as the number of trees increases the model validity approaches the set confidence level of 80 % with a validity of 80.6 % for 1000 trees. This was largely due to fewer and fewer compounds being assigned to the both class as the number of trees increased. Based on the results we decided on using 500 trees as the model had a validity of 81.3 % and this was deemed an appropriate balance between validity and computational time. 
